When using functional brain imaging to study neuropsychiatric patients an important challenge is determining whether the imaging task assesses individual differences with equal precision in healthy control and impaired patient groups. Classical test theory (CTT) requires separate reliability studies of patients and controls to determine equivalent measurement precision with additional studies to determine measurement precision for different levels of disease severity. Unlike CTT, item response theory (IRT) provides estimates of measurement error for different levels of ability, without the need for separate studies, and can determine if different tests are equivalently difficult when investigating differential deficits between groups. To determine the potential value of IRT in functional brain imaging, IRT was applied to behavioral data obtained during a multi-center functional MRI (fMRI) study of working memory (WM). Average item difficulty was approximately one standard deviation below the ability scale mean, supporting the task's sensitivity to individual differences within the ability range of patients with WM impairment, but not within the range of most controls. The correlation of IRT estimated ability with fMRI activation during the task recognition period supported the linkage of the latent IRT scale to brain activation data. IRT can meaningfully contribute to the design of fMRI tasks.
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Introduction
Over the past several decades, item response theory (IRT; Lord and Novick, 1968; Rasch, 1960) has become the preferred methodology for the study of test and item characteristics. Yet, IRT has only rarely been applied in neuropsychological research, and almost never in published functional brain imaging studies. In this paper, we discuss some of the practical issues researchers are likely to confront when applying these techniques to functional brain imaging studies. This demonstration is accomplished by applying IRT to behavioral data obtained during a multi-center functional MRI (fMRI) study of working memory. Readers wishing a more general discussion of IRT should consult introductory texts (e.g., de Ayala, 2009; Embretson and Reise, 2000) , review papers (e.g., Reise and Waller, 2009; Thomas, 2011) , and technical resources (e.g., Baker and Kim, 2004; van der Linden and Hambleton, 1997).
Motivation for using IRT in functional brain imaging
Although interesting fMRI studies are being performed under behaviorally unconstrained conditions (Meda et al., 2012) , most of the studies in the fMRI literature have used cognitive challenge tasks to probe patterns of brain-activation. Behavioral contributions to the design of fMRI tasks have focused almost exclusively on the validity of the task as an apparent assessment of cognitive neuroscience domains of interest. Once the content validity of items is determined, item properties such as difficulty and discriminating power are assumed, often implicitly, to be equivalent across items. When item difficulty is considered, it typically enters through the manipulation of independent variables, such as memory load or stimulus visibility, that alter the marginal probability of a correct response over subgroups of items (Huang et al., 2006; Potkin et al., 2009 
